Maurice Strong former UN Secretary
General –Oil Billionaire –stated: “Land,
because of its unique nature and the crucial
role it plays in human settlements, cannot
be treated as an ordinary asset, controlled
by individuals and subject to the pressures
and inefficiencies of the market. Private land
ownership is also a principal instrument of
accumulation and concentration of wealth
and therefore contributes to social injustice;
if unchecked, it may become a major
obstacle in the planning and implementation
of development schemes. Social justice,
urban renewal and development, the
provision of decent dwellings and healthy
conditions for the people can only be
achieved if land is used in the interests of
society as a whole.”
The environmental movement has been
described as the largest and most influential
social phenomenon in modern history. From
relative obscurity just a few decades ago it
has spawned thousands of organizations
and claims millions of committed activists.
Reading the newspaper today it is hard to
imagine a time when global warming,
resource depletion, environmental
catastrophes and 'saving the planet' were
barely mentioned. They now rank among
the top priorities on the social, political and
economic global agenda.
Environmental awareness is considered to be
the mark of any good honest decent citizen.
Multi-national companies compete fiercely to
promote their environmental credentials and
'out-green' each other. The threat of
impending ecological disasters is uniting the
world through a plethora of international
treaties and conventions. But where did this
phenomenon come from, how did it rise to
such prominence, and more importantly,
where is it going?
Your life plan! …created by someone else.

US Constitution and Bill of Rights
Amendment V
“nor shall private property be taken for
public use without compensation.
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Man’s rights are inherent to his nature
as man. As such they are unalienable.

THE UNITED NATIONS
PROGRAMME OF ACTION
FROM RIO

America Today: You were born with
rights, the government exists to protect
them. You and the product of your labor
belong to you.
UN Declaration of Human Rights
Article 17 Sec 2:
Man’s rights are granted by other men;
as such, they can be taken away by
men.
America
Tomorrow:
Government
grants, restricts or withdraws your rights
according to its needs. You and the
product of your labor belong to the
community.
“Effective execution of Agenda 21 will
require a profound reorientation of all human
society, unlike anything the world has ever
experienced –a major shift in the priorities of
both governments and individuals and an
unprecedented redeployment of human and
financial resources. This shift will demand
that a concern for the environmental
consequences of every human action be
integrated into individual and collective
decision-making at every level.“
–signed by G.H. Bush, 1992

Never ratified by the US Senate.
Visit: agenda21today.com
www.teapartysolutions.com
Steve Hunter 352-351-2763

UN Agenda 21
The UN’s plan for the 21st Century
turns the planet into controlled
sustainable communities.
From Global to Local
Land Grabs are on the Menu
•

Zoning Changes: Private Land
Becomes Uninhabitable while
owners still pay taxes

•

Wildlands Projects

•

Smart Growth

•

Stakeholders Consensus
Councils
Coming to soon to your
community
Agenda21today.com

This country was founded on property rights and
individual freedom. The founding fathers of our
great republic, having just fought a revolution to
throw off the chains of a tyrannical and
repressive government, created the Constitution
of the United States of America.
Our Republic, our nation is based upon an
understanding that certain rights came from
God, not the government. These rights are the
individual‘s unalienable right to life, liberty, and
property and are what formed the very essence
of our system of government.
The founders used the term “un-a-lien-able”
in order to make it clear that freedom, man’s
birthright, was given directly from our Creator
and that it could not be taken from him. No
government, no man and no other power on this
earth had a “right” to deprive or “place a lien
upon” the individual’s right to freedom.
These intuitions were understood by those who
participated in the founding of this great country
and were consequently included in the
Declaration of Independence, the Constitution,
and the Bill of Rights. The right to property as
outlined in those documents is premised on the
owner’s determination of its use, provided that
such use does not disturb the equal rights of
another.
As stated in our Declaration of Independence:
“We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all
men are created equal, that they are endowed
by their Creator with certain unalienable Rights,
that among these are Life, Liberty and the
pursuit of Happiness.”

Property rights and happiness were
synonymous to the founding
fathers.

It has long been known that liberty is tied
to the institution of private property. The
Bible codified private property in four
words: “Thou shalt not steal.”
George Washington said “Private property
and freedom are inseparable.”
John Adams said “Property must be
secured, or liberty cannot exist.”
The very meaning of property rights is that
the owner determines its use as long as he
does not infringe on the equal rights of
another.
Wildlands Project eliminates human
presence over 50% of the American
Landscape. Accomplished through: road
closing, dam busting, (levee’s breaking)
water grabbing policies. Using UN policies
like Biosphere Reserves and Heritage Sites
land is closed to humans.
Habitat
“protection” in the Endangered Species Act
closed California farm land in favor of a 2
inch fish. 40,000 people are out of work
creating a food shortage.
Smart Growth herds Americans into
regimented dense urban communities with
the Government controlling your daily life:
you job, how much water you can use,
electricity or living space. “The humans will
be in ages with the animals looking in.”
Stakeholder Consensus councils is a
system of councils that report to an apex
council (UN) and affect a region or
neighborhood. Members of the council are
chosen by their willingness to comply with
the outcome and one-mindedness of the
council. ICLEI is the facilitator.

INDIVIDUAL CHOICE IS ELIMINATED!!

We all support laws and regulations that
are designed to effectively prevent
pollution of the air, water and soil. Yet,
it is increasingly clear that Sustainable
development uses the environment
simply as the means to promote a
political agenda. “The UN website
verifies that the UN Agenda 21 action
plan is Sustainable Development.
Sustainable Development works to
abolish private property in order to
manufacture natural resource shortages
and other alarms in order to facilitate
governmental control over all resources
and ultimately over human action.”
Sustainable Development is only
superficially concerned with the
environment; it is more concerned with
restructuring the governmental system of
the world’s nations so that all the people
of the world will be the subjects of a
global collective. Many of its proposed
implementation strategies require the
surrender of unalienable rights.
What is Sustainable Development?
According to its authors, the objective of
sustainable development is to integrate
economic, social and environmental
policies in order to achieve reduced
consumption, social equity and the
preservation and restoration of
biodiversity.
Sustainablists insist that every societal
decision be based on the environmental
impact focusing on three components,
global land use, global education and
global population control and reduction.
Living in a Sustainable Development
demands YOU WILL GIVE UP ALL
INDIVIDUAL RIGHTS, CHOICES AND
PROPERTY.

